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Echo patent: 7,144,429

custom origin & echo

3mm Proximal
wall thickness

6mm Base
wall thickness

Distal Thickness
13mm for Cushion
21mm for Locking

Extra Thickness
under fibular head, medial condyle, and anterior distal tibia

Custom Silicone Liner
The Custom Origin is excellent for uniquely shaped limbs and/or sensitive limbs. It can be made 

from a positive cast, negative cast, and AOP files from INSIGNIA and other systems. Initial 
liners can be produced in 5 business days, additional liners on request in 3 business days.

What is Origin?
Origin Liners are created from a 

leading edge medical grade silicone 
formula that is naturally compatible 
with human tissue and resistant to 

fluids and bacteria, allowing the liner 
to remain fresh and odor free after 

each use. Origin liners never reduce 
in strength or  thickness and are 

intended for patients of all lifestyles 
and activity levels.

What is Echo?
The Echo Locking Seal is an 
internal seal system developed 
specifically for medium to firm 
tissue density and a compact and 
lightweight approach to securely 
lock a liner to the inner wall of 
the socket. They are designed 
specifically to be compatible with 
Origin Silicone Liners and Vacuum 
or Expulsion Systems.

Locking Seal

Easy to Use
machine washable, light, and durable

Embedded Silicone
solid silicone seal fully embedded into one ply sock

Echo V-Seal
V-Seal is designed for medium to firm tissue density

The Locking Seal
Both the Aura and the Echo are 'locking seals' made to allow the prosthetist to select the height of the seal 
for both transtibial and transfemoral patients. The Aura Locking Seal is designed for soft tissue density. Both 
are available in standard and custom sizes.

Together the Echo combined with the Custom Origin are an
innovative and cost effective solution for vacuum and expulsion systems.
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